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This unit was created with
this guy in mind.  He has

autism and an intellectual
disability.  He is a non-

reader grew up in hurricane
country, AND he is able to
do these activities.   He is

my tester!!



This unit contains over 80
pages of material plus 19

google slide activities that
all come in a

differentiated version.



This unit contains 2 books.
One is on hurricanes and

one is on how to know
severe weather is coming.

They come in a pdf
version as well as a voice
recorded powerpoint (so
you don't have to print it

out.)



There is an mp4 version
of both books which you
can play in a google slide
or assign for students to

watch and listen to in
google classroom.



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

Vocabulary boards are
great for ALL students to
assist with participation
and engagement in group

discussions.

Tips on how to use in the
unit!!



harder

One is errorless
One has wrong answers
mixed in students will
have to set aside

There is a circle map in this
unit.

This circle map is a great way
for students to see a the
concept at a glance.  There
are 2 versions:

Errorless



There is a drag and drop
version of the circle map

in this unit.  The
differentiated version
contains only correct

answers.



There are 3 levels of
sequencing activities
included.  Students will
choose from pictures to
create their OWN
emergency sequence if
severe weather is coming.



All of the sequencing
activities are available in

digital versions.  They also
come in a second

differentiated version
using color.



There is are 5 maps for
students to color in the
hurricane prone areas.



All of the maps come in a
digital version.  There are
directions telling students
to click on the red outline,

then the fill bucket and
click a color to fill the

area.



There are 2 writing
prompts included.  These
are errorless.  Students
choose a picture to fill in
each box.



The writing prompts are
also available in a digital
format.  Students choose
the pictures they want to
use in order to create a
sentence/story about
severe weather.



FINALLY there is an
assessment!!  There are 3
versions.  This version has
10 questions with 3
picture choices for each
question.

     Answer key included.



With this version, you cut
out the answer choices
and glue them on index
cards.  Ask the student
the question, and they
point to the correct
answer.



This version is a standard
multiple choice test.  You
can also you it to record
student answers when
using the version above.



There is a digital version
of the assessment.  The
differentiated version has
dashed circles around the
correct answers that
students match the red
circles to.



I realize there will be some
students out there unable
to do cutting activities.  I
have a blog post with ways
to complete activities
without a pair of scissors!!

Click Here to read more!! All of the activities (except the
books) come in color and black

and white.

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/


I also have a unit on
weather emergencies.  This
4 weeks unit has lots of
hands on activities and lots
to learn about different
types of weather
emergencies.

Click Here to check it out!!

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Weather-Emergencies-Unit-for-Special-Education-1329770

